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One Sentence Summary: 

Clusters organise as polarised and contractile super-cells to migrate without adhesion. 
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Abstract: 

Cell migration is essential to most living organisms.  Single cell migration involves two distinct 

mechanisms, either a focal adhesion- and traction-dependent mesenchymal motility or an 

adhesion-independent but contractility-driven propulsive amoeboid locomotion. Cohesive 

migration of a group of cells, also called collective cell migration, has been only described as an 

adhesion- and traction-dependent mode of locomotion where the driving forces are mostly exerted 

at the front by leader cells. Here, by studying primary cancer specimens and cell lines from 

colorectal cancer, we demonstrate the existence of a second mode of collective migration which 

does not require adhesion to the surroundings and relies on a polarised supracellular contractility. 

Cell clusters confined into non-adhesive microchannels migrate in a rounded morphology, 

independently of the formation of focal adhesions or protruding leader cells, and lacking internal 

flow of cells, ruling-out classical traction-driven collective migration. Like single cells migrating 

in an amoeboid fashion, the clusters display a supracellular actin cortex with myosin II enriched 

at the rear. Using pharmacological inhibitors and optogenetics, we show that this polarised 

actomyosin activity powers migration and propels the clusters. This new mode of migration, that 

we named collective amoeboid, could be enabled by intrinsic or extrinsic neoplasic features to 

enable the metastatic spread of cancers.  
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Main Text: 

Migration is a fundamental property of cells. Emerging in early eukaryotes, migration 

supports individual cell displacement as well as metazoan development and homeostasis (1).  It is 

also deregulated in pathological conditions, such as cancer, where it fuels their metastatic spread 

(2). Two distinct mechanisms are used by single cells to generate the migration forces (3). They 

result from the cells’ ability to adhere, or not, to the surrounding extracellular matrix (ECM) and 

their level of contractility. In traction-based mesenchymal migration, integrin interaction with the 

ECM and focal adhesion formation convert branched-actin polymerisation into large protrusions 

and forward forces (3, 4). In contrast, amoeboid single cells use a propulsive locomotion that does 

not require specific adhesion and is driven by acto-myosin contractility of the rear (5, 6). Cells can 

also move in a cohesive manner as a group (7–9). At the front of the cluster, leader cells form 

prominent protrusions where the combined action of actin polymerization and integrin engagement 

triggers lamellipodia and focal adhesion formation. Using the substrate as an anchor, leaders pull 

on follower cells, instructing directionality and generating important traction forces (10, 11). The 

contribution of follower cells is more elusive, but it has recently been shown that their increased 

contractility produces a treadmilling of lateral cells to support the migration of neural crest clusters 

(12). To date, our knowledge on collective cell movement suggests it only takes the form of an 

adhesion-dependent traction-based mode of locomotion and whether it could also occur through 

an alternative mechanism has not been investigated. 

Through the analysis of primary tumour explants retrieved from patients with metastatic 

colorectal cancer (CRC), we identified TSIPs (Tumour Spheres with Inverted Polarity) as tumour 

cell clusters with an inverted apico-basolateral polarity (13). The atypical topology of the clusters 

exposes carcinoma cells’ apical membranes to the microenvironment and precludes adhesion 
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receptors, such as integrins, to interact with the surrounding ECM in the peritumoral stroma (Fig. 

1A). Yet, TSIPs efficiently invade tissues and are associated with high metastatic burden and poor 

patient prognosis (13). This suggests that the motility of TSIPs does not require integrin function 

and raises the possibility of an adhesion-independent mode of collective cell migration. To test 

this hypothesis, we engineered micro-devices (channels and chambers) deprived of any 

physiological substrates and chemotactic cues by coating them with the anti-adhesive polymer 

polyethylene glycol (PEG, Fig. 1B). Time-lapse imaging proved that TSIPs obtained from two 

independent patients migrated into the non-adhesive microchannels (Fig. 1C(a), fig. S1A and 

movie S1). To determine whether this type of migration is specific to TSIPs or could be used by 

other collectives, we assessed the migration of clusters assembled from colorectal carcinoma cell 

lines in PEG-coated microchannels. Indeed, clusters from HT29, HT29-MTX and three lines of 

circulating tumour cells (CTC31,44, 45, (14)) were able to collectively migrate under these 

conditions (Fig. 1, C(b) to E, and movie S2). To characterise this new mode of collective migration, 

considering the durations of consecutive migration and pauses (fig. S1, B and C), we monitored 

trajectories of individual clusters every hour over one day (Fig. 1D). Some clusters did not move 

in the course of the experiment while some reached-up to 2 mm/d. Average speeds ranged from 

150±21µm/d to 77±4µm/d for TSIPs and HT29s which are the fastest. The migration of CTCs was 

slower, varying from 37±2µm/d to 27±2µm/d (Fig. 1E) (values are expressed as speed ± standard 

error of the mean). Clusters displayed a very persistent migration over time (from 0.65±0.03 to 

0.75±0.03 in average) and could reach a maximum instantaneous speed of 28±3µm/h in average 

(Fig. 1D and F, and fig. S1D). Although quite slow when compared with single cell migration in 

experimental settings, this is in the order of magnitude of collective migration speeds reported in 

vivo (15, 16). 
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We next assessed the role of confinement by comparing migration of clusters confined in one 

dimension (microchambers, Fig. 1B and fig. S2A) or not confined (loading chambers, fig. S2B). 

Confinement did not increase clusters’ speed but favoured persistence, as described for single cells 

(Fig. 1, G and H) (6, 17, 18). Once confined into microchannels, small clusters migrate as fast as 

the largest ones, showing no correlation between speed and size (fig. S2, C to E). In all instances, 

the collective migration is associated with a compact rounded morphology into non-adhesive 

microchannels that contrasts with the loose and spread shape clusters can adopt when the 

microchannels are coated with collagen-1 (Fig. 2A). Measuring the contact angles between the 

cluster boundary and the microchannel walls highlights the “dewetting” morphology of the clusters 

and the absence of protrusion for HT29, HT29-MTX and TSIPs migrating in PEG-coated 

microchannels (Fig. 2, A and B). Collagen-1 coating reduces HT29 and HT29-MTX migration 

speed while, as expected, TSIPs remain unaffected due to their inverted polarity (Fig. 2C and 1A). 

Together, these experiments suggest that confined cell clusters can display a persistent motility in 

non-adhesive environments. 

To directly study the contribution of focal adhesion to cluster migration, we expressed turquoise-

tagged paxillin in HT29-MTX. While fluorescent paxillin revealed numerous foci at collagen-1 

interface, they were nearly absent in PEG-coated microchannels (Fig. 2, D and E, and movie S3). 

To functionally assess the participation of focal adhesions, we silenced talin-1, an essential 

component of integrin-mediated functions (19). This had no effect on HT29-MTX cluster 

migration (Fig. 2, F and G). Hence, interfering with intrinsic and extrinsic components of cell 

adhesion to their substrate demonstrates that clusters can migrate without the conventional 

molecular machinery powering traction-based collective migration (20–22).  
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We next tested whether a coordinated retrograde flow of cells, or cell treadmilling, could 

participate in this non-adhesive cluster migration, as was proposed before in a developmental 

context (12). To this end, we expressed cherry-tagged histone 2B (H2B) in HT29 clusters to 

monitor individual cell movements during migration in PEG-coated channels. Confocal 

fluorescence imaging showed that individual cell tracks follow the trajectory of the centre of mass 

of the cluster (Fig. 2H, fig. S3A and movie S4). To precisely test the hypothesis of flows of cells 

generating migration (Fig. S3, B to G), three areas were defined on a middle cross section of the 

cluster and cell trajectories were examined (Fig. 2I(a)). In each area, the measurement of the 

instantaneous speed of cells in the cluster’s reference frame directly confirmed the absence of 

significant fluxes of cells (Fig. 2J and fig. S3, C and F). As a consequence, the relative velocity of 

cells in contact with the microchannel walls was positive, in the direction of the motion of the 

cluster (Fig. 2K). In the hypothesis of a propulsion mechanism based on flows of cells, this would 

indicate the presence of resistive friction forces only and the absence of propulsion forces, 

excluding a mechanism based on an internal treadmilling of cells (fig. S3 D and G). Thus, clusters 

translate, with all cells remaining at the same relative position in the group during migration (Fig. 

2I(b) and fig.S3A).  

The classical mechanisms of traction-driven collective migration being ruled-out, we reasoned that 

the acto-myosin cytoskeleton could power focal adhesion-independent cluster migration, as it does 

in amoeboid single cells (5, 6, 23, 24). Expressing the fluorescent probes F-tractin and myosin 

light chain (MLC) in HT29-MTX revealed a robust peripheral supracellular acto-myosin cortex as 

reported at the boundaries of other migrating collectives (Fig. 3A) (25). This peripheral cortex is 

evenly distributed in static clusters, however, during migration, it exhibits  
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a front/rear polarisation, with a 1.5- and 1.8-fold enrichment toward the back of the cluster for F- 

tractin and MLC respectively (Fig. 3, A and B, and movie S5). To assess whether this supracellular 

acto-myosin cortex contributes to cluster migration, we first used pharmacological inhibitors. 

Interfering with Myosin-II or ROCK activities using blebbistatin and Y27632 reduced TSIP#1 

migration speed from 80±7µm/d to 50±6 μm/d and 43±3 μm/d, respectively (Fig. 3, C and D, and 

fig. S4A). Similarly, using these inhibitors on HT29-MTX decreased their migration by 3- and 

2.9-fold, respectively (Fig. 3, C and D, and fig. S4B). Then, we tested whether increasing 

contractility at the rear was sufficient to power cluster migration. To this end, we used optogenetics 

to manipulate acto-myosin contractility via its upstream regulator RhoA. We infected HT29-MTX 

cells with the optoRhoA system, which enables an acute spatiotemporal recruitment of RhoA 

activator ARHGEF11 to the membrane using the CRY2/CIBN light gated optogenetic 

dimerization system (fig. S5, A and B) (26). We illuminated one side of the clusters, either at the 

front of already moving clusters or randomly for static ones. We monitored their trajectories for 

up to 20 hours by using an automated stage and activation routine maintaining a constant 

illumination region despite the movement of the cluster (Fig. 3E). Control clusters expressing the 

optogenetic dimeriser without RhoA activator pursued their migration in their initial direction with 

their speed sometimes reduced by mild phototoxicity or large local protein recruitment at the 

membrane (27). In contrast, illuminating clusters expressing optoRhoA impacted their migratory 

behaviours. Light stimulation initiated the migration of static clusters and was even able to revert 

the direction of migrating ones (Fig. 3, F to H, and fig. S5C, and movie S6, 7). This demonstrates 

that increasing acto-myosin activity in a subset of cells is both sufficient to induce migration and 

dictate directionality taken by the entire cluster (Fig. 3, F to H, and fig. S5C). Altogether, these                     
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experiments show that a supracellular polarised acto-myosin contractility contributes to the driving 

force that propels clusters of cells into non-adhesive environments. 

 

Here, we report a second mode of collective migration that shares striking features with 

amoeboid single cell motility (Fig. 4). Cell clusters collectively migrate within non-adhesive 
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microchannels in the absence of protruding leader cells, focal adhesions or cell flows. Similar to 

amoeboid cells, clusters mobilise the contractility of a supracellular acto-myosin cortex at the rear 

and adopt a propulsive mode of migration. By analogy, we named this new mode of cell 

locomotion “collective amoeboid migration”. Tumour cells have the capacity to hijack the 3 modes 

of cell migration described to date (28). Here, we show that colorectal cancer primary specimens 

and cell lines can also adopt collective amoeboid migration. This results from intrinsic oncogenic 

features, such as in TSIPs, where the inverted apico-basolateral polarity prevents cluster adhesion 

to ECM-rich tissues (13). This propulsion-based mode of collective migration could also be 

enabled as a non-cell autonomous process, when cancer cell clusters are exposed to environments 

deprived of conventional ECM. These encompass major dissemination routes such as the lumen 

of lymphatic vessels or the peritoneal and pleural cavities (29–33). Collective amoeboid migration 

could thus foster cancer metastatic spread. 
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